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SUMMARY 

 

It is a poem about how a snake is made a victim of man’s cruelties. The poet describes the slithering 

and gliding movement beautifully and requests people not to hurt it.  

    In this poem, the poet wants to convey the ideas that all the snakes are not poisonous nor they do 

any harm to human beings. They are friendly to the environment. So, it is nothing but foolishness to 

kill a snake as soon as we preview it. It may be possible that some of them are poisonous yet they 

are not harmful at all unless they see any danger from us. A snake never bites without cause. It bites 

only in self protection otherwise it does not harm at all to any creature. But it is a matter of sadness 

that as soon as a man sees a snake, he always tries to kill it.  

I. Read the extracts given below and answer the questions that follow : 

1) O, let him go  

    Over the water  

     Into the reeds to hide 

     Without hurt. Small and green  

      He is harmless even to children. 

        

a) Who is ‘him’ in the first line? 

b) Where will the snake be without being hurt? 

c) How will the snake be to the children?  

d) Where does the snake hide? 

 

2) He glides through the water away  

    From the stroke. Oh!  Let him go 
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    Over the water  

    Into the reeds to hide  

    Without hurt. Small and green.  

a) Who does ‘He’ in the first line stand for? 

b) The snake is _________________ . 

c) Why is the snake going into the water? 

d) Find a word that is opposite to ‘seek’. 

 

 

3) The snake trying to escape the pursuing stick….. 

a) What is the snake trying to escape from? 

b) Is it a harmful snake? What is its colour? 

c) The poet finds the snake beautiful. Find the words he uses to convey its beauty.  

d) What does the poet wish for the snake ? 

 

 

II. Answer the following questions in 30-40 words: 

1. How does the snake try to escape form the attack of a stick? How does it look then? 

2. Where shall the snake go and how shall it be safe from children? 

3. How does the poet look at the snake? How does it finally escape from being killed? 

4 Describe how the snake looks.  

 

III. Answer the following question in 100-120 words: 

Do you think that all human beings should have love for one another as the poet has also expressed 

similar feelings? Give a detailed answer.  

 


